Training young, small trees













Most young trees can be trained to grow in
many different shapes. Start with a tree that has
the basic framework and growth pattern to give
you what you want.
All cuts should be made properly at nodes
To have a tree with a long trunk, start early in
the life of the tree to remove branches at
positions 1,2,3. Do not remove more than a
third of the living branches!
For a more compact tree remove C’s
For a more upright tree, remove A’s
For a more open tree, remove B’s
To regulate height, remove D at position 6
If a tree with a strong central leader is wanted
remove other upright stems at position 6 that
may be competing with D.
If a large portion of the top must be removed
make the cut at a node where there is a strong
side branch.
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Calgary & surrounding area & their
climate


As Calgary sprawls onto hilltops, along valleys and
out across the plains, gardeners in opposite corners of
the city can encounter vastly different growing
conditions. Generally speaking the most rigorous
conditions & the most limited choice of plants occur
in the highest areas to the west & northwest. The
downtown core & adjacent built-up areas are the
“banana-belt”, with the longest frost free season &
the opportunity to grow the greatest variety of plants.
Most neighbourhoods fall somewhere in between.
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Chinooks damage plants !


Chinook winds result in several types of damage to
plants. The most obvious type of damage is caused
by the drying winds. The low relative humidity
characteristic in Calgary, along with the warm winter
winds, accelerate the normally very slow winter water
loss from plant tissues. The result can be drying
twigs, bud damage or death, all of which result in the
symptom referred to as tip-kill or die-back. The
drying also results in the needle browning of
evergreens.
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Chinooks damage plants ! Cont’d.


The warm weather characteristic of Chinooks can
also injure plants by introducing a “false spring”.
This occurs when warm weather occurs for a long
enough period of time to encourage plant buds to
come out of dormancy, and begin growth.
Subsequent cold snaps damage developing leaves
and, on occasion, root development. This means that
some plants are less likely to suffer from false springs
than others, based on the genetic response
information they carry within the plant cells.
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